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Harding prepares
for accreditation
Com mittee to visit in February
By Alexis Hosticka
Editor-in-Chief
In February, a team from the

Higher Leaming Commission
(HLC) will be on campus to
evaluate the university on a
number of criterion and make
sure it meets standards for
accreditation.
According to Associate
Provost Marty Spears, accreditation is more about bettering
the university than a pass or fu.il.
"1he process is intended
really to be a process where
institutions ofhigher learning
work together to improve and
hold each other accountable,"
Spears said. "As an institution,
we want to be looked at by
other institutions. We have to
meet minimum standards and
the process is to help improve
beyond that."
The accreditation process
encompasses a wide range
of criteria. In chapel on Oct.
15, Spears went over five of
the HLC criteria: m ission;
integrity demonstrated; quality in teaching and learning;
evaluation and improvement;
and resources, planning and
institutional effectiveness.
They also polled students
about these categories.
"I think what they are doing
with involving students in
the accreditation process is a
great idea," sophomore Logan
Beasley said. ''.Although we as
students may not get exactly
what we want we have the
opportunity to have a say ...
and it gives administrators
the opportunity to make

accommodations."
These categories include
sub-criteria and many more
details, but according to Spears,
the university is well prepared.
He said that the focus is to get
students to graduation and
what the university can do to
help them reach that point.
The committee that will come
is made up ofleaders at other
universities, many ofwhich are
similar in nature to 1 larding.
For example, the provost from
another private university could
be on the committee.
"We feel very confident
going into this," Spears said.
"Theirjob is to evaluate and look
for issues, we are well prepared
and don't expect anything big.
1his isn't a 'gotcha' kind ofprocess. It's time consuming but
they're not out to get you. They
come in to evaluate and make
improvements. We definitely
feel confident but nervously
confident."
After the campus visit
in February, the school will
not know for a few months
what the formal results of the
evaluation are.
When the HLC visits, there
will be a group of s tudents
randomly selected to participate
in the visit. Spears said the
committee will ask about their
experiences at Harding and if
the university is providing tools
to help them be successful.
'We have quality programs
and quality faculty," Spears
said. ''And as Christians we're
already striving to be the best
we can be."
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Women's social club Phi Kappa Delta cheers on Monday, Oct. 20, at the group's first-ever all club
devotional. The club is inducting 47 new members to add on to a charter class of 33.

Forming new traditions
By Cole Mokry
Opinions Editor
Club week is built on years
oftraditions, but for new clubs
Phi Kappa Delta (PKD) and
Sigma Nu Epsilon (SN E),
club week is about creating
new traditions.
PKD, a women's social club
founded in 2013, is participating
in club week for the first time
this year. The charter class of
33 members is inducting 47
new members this week.
"We did not expect the
interest that we got," junior
Emma Word, co-president
of PKD, said. "It was very
humbling. As a freshman, I
would not have gone for a new
club. I think a lot of people
like us because we don't have a
stereotype. We're very diverse.
We're not getting all of one

type of person and I hope it
stays that way. "
Word said interest for a
new women's club had been
generated for some time when
she and co-president junior
Bekah Sanders approached
dean of social clubs Kara
Abston about starting PKD.
"Dean Abston directed
people to us and they brought
their friends," Word said.
"Bekah and I only knew
a few people and it spread
from there."
PKD has one ofthe hugest
induction classes this year.
Taking on a class of 47 new
members was not the original
plan, but Word said she did
not mind.
"In order to stay alive as a
club, we had to grow," Word
said. 'We had about 100 people

come to our 3rd round mixer,
and ifl could have taken everybody, I would have."
SNE was founded in 2012
and is welcoming its second
induction class this week.
President senior Ryan Short
is a charter member and said
joining a club with a blank
canvas was a big draw for
new members.
"Everything we do is built
offofstrength, heart and courage," Short said. "Tradition is
good, that's one reason why
people join large clubs, but
being able to mold a club into
what you want it to be is a big
advantage of ours."
Club week can define
what a club is about, and
in deciding what SNE was
going to do during club week,
current members chose not

The Hunts family band to perform
By Julie Anne White
Asst. Web Editor
The H unts are coming to campus
Tuesday, Oct. 28. A folk-indie band made
up of seven brothers and sisters whose
ages range from 16-24, The Hunts are
just beginning to gain traction on the
music scene.
Holly Bohnett, the administrative
assistant for the Office of Campus Life
said she is excited the Campus Activities
Board (CAB) is able to present this free
concert to the student body.
"I am thrilled about The Hunts,"
Bohnert said. "I love the fun energy that a
larger, fuller band brings to the stage, and
the fact that they are brothers and sisters
makes them all the more endearing. They
are truly a talented family."
The concert is Tuesday at 8 p.m. on
the Front Lawn or in the Administration
Auditoriwn in case ofbad weather. Band
member Jenni Hunt said she and her
siblings are thrilled to be head to campus.
"Oh we're stoked about coming to
H arding," Jenni Hunt said. "Gotta say
that universities and colleges are one of
the band's absolute favorite venues to play."
Hunt said that while on stage, the
siblings use a multitude of different
instruments.
"At any given show, the stage will
be packed full with violins, a viola, cello,
mandolin, banjo, acoustic and bass guitars,
keys, an accordion, hand drums, percussion,
a drum kit, even a uke," Hunt said. "We
can't get enough stringed instruments
in our hands."
The Hunts are no strangers to performance. Hunt said the siblings have been
traveling and performing for crowds for
years, even when they were very young.
Eventually, they performed so regularly
that they decided to go ahead and form

Courtesy of The Hunts

The Hunts are made up of seven siblings and will be performing on
the Front Lawn on Tuesday, Oct. 28 at 8 p.m.
an official band.
"Music was a part of our lives even as
young kids-weCl pack up all the fiddles
and insouments in the van and play at any
and every local event in our community,"
Hunt said. "It wasn't like we woke up
one day and said 'Hey, we should start a
band,' it was more like we woke up one
day and said 'Hey, we've been doing this
music thing for a while, all of us enjoy it,
we think we've got something here. Let's
work a little harder, play more music that
we love, and see where it takes us."'
The band released its first album in 2012
and garnered more success after the track
"Make 1his Leap" was featured in a Mille
Bone commercial.Jenni Hunt said it is
surreal to hear one of their songs on TV.
"Never thought our song would be
used for a dog treat commercial, but it
received lots ofair time and it's a common
note that fans make when we ask how
they found us," Hunt said.
Bohnett said CAB Director Logan

Light found The Hunts and thought they
would be good candidates for a concert.
"Logan was researching bands to bring
and mentioned them as a possibility to
some students nearby, and they were
already fans of The Hunts and eagerly
gave their approval,"Bohnett said. "It's a
privilege to get such a talented band on
one of our stages at no cost to students."
Hunt said part of what excites her
most about performing is the emotional
connection fans make to the music. She
also said a second album is on the way,
hopefully debuting next spring.
"When I hear stories of fans being
uplifted by our music - relating to it,
being encouraged by it, when it brings
them joy, it feels like all this is worth
something good," Hunt said. "It's actually not all about us you know? When I
hear that the effect of what we're doing
is bringing good in people's hearts and
lives, then I'm really glad and proud to
be a part of it."

Fall TV Shows,
page 48

Wet State,
page 4A

See what's going on in
this season's new and
returning top TV shows.

Editor-in-Chief Alexis
Hosticka shares her
views on the Arkansas
a lcohol amendment.

to rely on their previous
experiences with club week
prior to forming SNE.
"We know every club is
going to have a stereotype,
but we basically went back
to the drawing board for
inspiration (for club week),"
Short said.
PKD is placing the focus
on its new members and
their relationships with each
other. Word said she does not
believe that club week has to
be excessively difficult as long
as the new members bond.
"Club week isn't about
me or the charter members,"
Word said. '1t's about our first
pledge class. I want them to
come out of it saying, 'I grew
so much closer to a group
of girls I didn't even know a
week ago. "'
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I Heart HU promises
to be 'out of this world'
Celebratory block party in front of Starbucks
to follow the Homecoming musical on Friday
showing of "Guardi ans of the Galaxy"
Student Writer
to celebrate "It's Out of the World" in
I Heart HU Week is a week of activ- the Administration Auditorium at 7 and
WFSfCARROILTO N, ities on campus hosted by ~he Campus 9:30 p.m.
Perhaps the most anticipated night ofl
Ohio-After being detained Activities Board (CAB) that celebrates
different
aspects
of
Harding
University.
.Heart
HU Week is the Friday night block
in N orth Korea for five
Each
day
hosts
a
different
theme
leading
party
in
Legacy Park. The block party fulmo nths for leaving a Bible
up
to
the
Homecoming
football
game
on
fills the theme "It's a C elebration" and is
in a Pyongyang nightclub,
Saturday,
Nov.
l.
remembered as one of the more outlandish
Jeffrey Fowle, 56, made it
The theme days celebrate the reasons CAB events.
home to his family in Ohio
students, faculty and alumni love Harding:
The 2013 block party took place after
early on Oct. 22, according
because "It Gives,""lt's Festive,""It's Out the Dave Barnes concert and this year
to USA Today. North
of This World" and "It's a Celebration." will see the return of bonfires, a DJ, hot
Korea de tained Fowle in
Monday, Oct. 27, will be a day for campus chocolate and hot cider. The entire street
June, saying his evangelical
to prepare. Schedule cards of the week's in front of Stubucks will be closed from
actions were "contrary to the
activities will be distributed and there will traffic to accommodate for the celebration.
purpose of tourism." Fowle
be a cookie giveaway.
This year's block party will follow the
said he was treated well by
"It's going to be an awesome week,"junior musical, "Shrek The M usical," and will
the North Koreans and was
Phoebe Cunningham, CAB co-director, also feature a Halloween costume contest
in good health.
said. "The whole campus will be involved since the event falls on H alloween night.
GARY, Ind . - An in what it means to be at Harding."
Prizes for the best costumes are yet to be
Indiana man confessed
Tuesday, Oct. 28, The Hunts, a folk-indie determined.
on O ct . 21 to killing seven band, will perform on the front lawn for
"People who were there las t year will
women, whose bodies were "It's Festive" night. The campus will get to definitely want to go back, and you always
found last week in abandoned enjoy an autumn evening outside, or in the have freshmen who are excited for somebuildings around Gary, Ind., event of bad weather, the concert will be thing going o n on campus," said senior
according to the Associated moved to the Administration Auditorium. Lily Armstrong, a CAB employee.
Press. Darren Vann, 43, a The concert will begin at 8 p.m.
CAB expects a g re at turnout for the
convicted sex offender, was
Wednesday, Oct. 29, "It Gives," students week's events, all of which will promote
charged with the murder of are invited to participate in a chili and the tailgate and the H omecoming footAfrika Hardy, 19, on Oct. queso cook-off at 6 p.m. with a campus ball game 'on Saturday. Fo r schedules of
20, after which he confessed devotional following. Visit the CAB office. events, follow @hardingCAB on Twitter
to the murder of at least six in the Student Center to enter.
or see schedules that will be posted and
other women.
Thursday night there will be a repeat distributed around campus.
By Chloe Savage
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Senior Adam Knoske meets with a graduation adviser at Grad Fest on Oct . 22. Grad Fest gave seniors
graduating in December an opportunity to purchase their caps and gowns, sign final documents and
meet with campus organizations to receive help with resumes and Linkedln services.
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Chamber singers senior Lindsey Far1ey, junior Becky
O'Briant, seniors Car1y Taylor and Janine Locke and
juniors Jessica Alexander and Nate Lowe gather in
the Mclnteer rotunda on Oct. 16 to pray and sing in
honor of ISIS victims in the Middle East.

Me01orial honors

all ISIS victims
By Amber Houston
Student Writer

St udents and faculty
members gathered together
to honor \'ictims oflslamic
State in Iraq and Svrn .lt a
memorial in the. :\.1clnteer
rotunda on Oct 20
The memorial consisted
of prayers and songs sung
by the chamber singers to
honor and remember the
Christians getting persecuted
by ISIS 10 the 1\liddlc East.
The idea for the memorial
came from a class project
given by Bible professor Bill
Richardson for his VVorld
Christian class.
"Part of the process for
getting this together was
choosing the songs and the
literature that we were going
to be si nging for tonight,"
senior Janine Locke said.
"We're singing in the atrium so people could pray on
their own."
Candles were strategically
placed on certain areas of the
global map on the rotunda
floo r to honor the victims of
I SIS. The countries targeted
were Syria, Palestine, Turkey,
Israel and Iraq.
"They just kind ofS}mbolize the C hristians that arc in
the Middle East, and there
was an arch connecting them
to the C hristians in North
A merica," said junior Carly
Taylor, one of the students
in charge of the memorial
project. .
According to junior Austin
Westjohn, another student
who helped organize the
memorial project, one of
the things that may help
with the issues going on in

the Middle East is church
planting.
"There are so many people
that have not been reached,
.md so often we go to the areas
that are reached,"Westjohn
said. ":\lissio naries go to
.ueas where the church can
expand, but we need more
church planting in those
areas, which is a hard task
to do because anytime you
find out about a church that's
been planted , it's going to
get crushed by this type of
group "
According to Locke, the
most important thing that
Christi.ms here in the United
States can do is pray.
"All we can hope to do is
pray and stay constantly in
prayer, because I think a lot
of times we get complacent,
and we just want there to be
a constant uplifting of the
situation to God ," Locke
said. "I le knows about it but
he's going to pay way more
attention when there are so
man) people j ust constantly
lifting them up in prayer."
According to junior Megan
Otten, the memorial helped
put things into perspective.
"I felt like coming here
was really good because on
one hand with everything
going on with visitation,
it's good to realize that even
though we have problems
with school and stuff, it's not
as bad as what some people
are going through," Otten
said. "It's kind of good to
redirect your focus and your
thoughts to be thankful for
the thingi. that you don't have
to face and also be mindful
of those who are facing it."

Pryor, Cotton debate leaves.unanswered questions
By Joshua Johnson
News Editor

The Arkansas Senate race kicked off with debates on Oct.
13 and 14, in which Republican candidate Tom Cotton and
D emocratic candidate Mark Pryor answered questions from
top Arkansas news journalists. They were joined in the first
debate by Green party representative Mark Swaney and
Libertarian representative Nathan Lafrance. The second
debate on Oct. 14 featured only Cotton and Pryor.
All candidates opened with strong statements about the
state of the union, laying out ambitious promises for their
post- election career as an Arkansas Senator.
"Wages are down, prices are up, Obamacare is a disaster
and our national debt is almost S18 trillion," Cotton said in
his opening address. "Parents are worried about the kind of
future we're going to leave our kids. So am I."
The first debate began with a lengthy discussion of the
largely negative campaign advertisements being promoted
by all parties on television, radio, USPS and the internet. In
M cC utcheon v. the Federal Election Commission, an April
ruling by the Supreme Court, laws limiting the amount of
money individuals can donate to political parties and political
campaigns were struck down, opening the door to excessive
spending by campaigning parties.
Pryor, despite including remarks about his Republican
opponent in his opening comments, said he has been "turned
off by the negative tone" inspired by this ruling. Pryor said
that nearly S20 million has been spent by his opponents
and by outside groups in the form of derogatory television
advertisements.
"What you see in this campaign, playing out on your
TV screens and playing out in your mailboxes, is a business
transaction," Pryor said.

Sophomore Stryder Matthews, a social science major,
said the campaign adverti$ements have been very interesting
to follow this year, although clearly not the best source of
information.
''Advertisements have been fun to follow, but for all the
wrong reasons," Matthews said. "What I have 'learned' is that
Mark Pryor hates the people, loves Obama and does not go
to church, the three most damning things an Arkansas Senator can do. Tom Cotton is an overly ambitious young man,
lacking in sense, (who) fails to understand Arkansas' needs."
In a discussion of student loan rates and the burden of
college debt - in which Pryor mocked Cotton tor attending
Harvard University, saying he "probably couldn't get into the
University of Arkansas" - Pryor said he is determined to
make education more affordable and said the interest rate
for student loans should be 2.3 percent. In return, Cotton
said Pryor and Obama should not determine a universal
interest rate for student loans, but rather the student loan
program should compete with private options such as those
of home- town banks.
Arkansas viewers can expect more advertisements in the
weeks to come before the election, based on comments made
by both the Republican and the Democratic candidates in
the Oct. 14 debate. When pressed to define middle-class
Americans, Pryor said the middle-class could be defined as
those who make an income of around $150,000 to $200,000
per year. Cotton said that Pryor must be associating only with
billionaires if he thinks the average middle-class American
makes S200,000. Later in the debate, in a discussion about
the Affordable Care Act, Cotton gave no answer as to the fate
of those who would find themselves uninsured and without
a private option should Obamacare be repealed, which is at
the top of Cotton's agenda should he be elected.
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"I was raised by
a television"

I
This is a student response to Alexis Hosticka's opinion,
"D eath should not be your decision," published Oct. 1 7.
emily turner

I

found the tone of the article, "Death
should not be your decision" to be
unnecessarily harsh and insensitive.
At this moment, there is a 29-year-old
wife and daughter who is about to die
and she is more than likely terrified.
She did not choose to be diagnosed
with terminal brain cancer. She did not

choose to be given six months to live.
But she is choosing to relieve her family
from watching her suffer through the
blindness, paralysis and loss of cognitive
function that accompanies this type of
cancer. Instead of using these few days
before Nov. 1 to decide she is not brave,
question the worthwhileness of her last
moments and determine ifshe is suicidal,
what if we take a different approach?

What if we choose to love her, promise
to pray for her, and hope there are people
in her life that will lead her to Christ? In
the end, h er days on this earth, whether
they are before Nov. l or extend beyond
that, are not the point. It's where she will
be after she takes that last breath. Isn't
that what really matters?
EMILY TURNER may be contacted at
eturner3@harding.edu.

Rolling with life's punches
philip habegger

guest
columnist
aise your hand if you have ever
had to be in a wheelchair for an
xtensive period of time. 0 K,
you can put you hand down now. In
case you can't see me right now, I just
raised my hand. For the first time in my
life (other than playing with my friend's
wheelchair at the skatepark) I am using
a wheelchair. I am really grateful that I
am not fully wheelchair bound per se,
as I also use crutches, but I do use the
wheelchair because it is a pretty good
way of getting around. And life seated
really isn't too terrible. In reality, all it
is is just a different perspective. I have
always been the tall guy, forcing people
to look up my nose to have a conversation, and now I am in their spot. I have
always been the one who has striven
to be independent and self-reliant, but

now I have a hard time opening a single
door (unless there is a button to push
of course). As one could say with most
things, it is a learning experience.
One thing I love about God is that
he uses everything to show us his glory.
And I mean everything. He uses good
things, bad things, sad things. Hard things,
easy things, mediocre things. Fun things,
awkward things, and even wheeled things.
Victories, defeats, and stalemates all
belong to our Father because he is Lord
over all. He is the greatest transforming
agent in the universe. I mean, just look
at the cross: nobody expected the guy
who just had his hands, feet and side
pierced to be walking around preaching
and praising God in a few days. And this
same God who transformed death to life
at the cross is looking to do that with
you. If we claim to truly follow Christ,
let us follow him in taking up our crosses,
being buried and being raised up to a
fuller life. Matthew 16:24-26 says this:
"Then Jesus told his disciples, 'Ifanyone would come after me, let him deny
himself and take up his cross and follow
me. For whoever would save his life will

lose it, but whoever loses his life for my
sake will find it. For what will it profit
a man if he gains the whole world and
forfeits his soul? Or what shall a man
give in return for his soul?"'
Next time you have a bad day, just
think about the opportunity to learn.
Next time you fail a test, think about
the opportunity to learn. Next time you
go down a slip-n-slide with a friend on
your back and demolish your knee, think
about the opportunity to learn. Be grateful
for the roadblocks in your path: It is just
one of the ways that the Lord will teach
you, showing you his brilliant glory and
how to be dependent upon him.
"Consider it pure joy, my brothers,
whenever you face trials of many kinds,
because you know that the testing of
your faith develops perseverance. Perseverance must finish its work so that
you may be mature and complete, not
lacking anything" James 1:2 - 4.
PHILIP HABEGGER is a guest writer for
the Bison.
He may be contacted at
phabeggl@harding.edu.

The cold does bother Ille anyway
maddle stevens

guest
writer

M

ost of you have probably seen
the movie "Frozen" and know
about the demand for a sequel.
What you probably don't know is that,
due to the icy indoor climate, Harding
University has so graciously offered the
Benson auditorium as the set for said
sequel. Polar bears and penguins will
even be present. Because their original
habitat temperatures are rising, the
creatures are in search of colder areas
to live. A s sweet and kind as it is for
Harding to shelter animals fleeing from
the melting ice caps, I think the rest of
us can agree that we would rather see
the heat turned up.
I do not mean to complain. I am just
not sure how much longer it will be
before I develop frostbite in one of my
limbs. I often bring jackets to chapel,
but that does not seem to cut it. I may
need to invest in an Eskimo parka. I
am a Texas girl. I am used to having
pretty warm weather. That is partly
why I moved to Arkansas for school.
It was close to home and had relatively
the same climate. Little did I know

that when I sat in chapel the first day,
I would think I had moved to Alaska.
It might just be me, but I like to
be comfortable wherever I am. In the
Benson, that is pretty hard to do. My
chapel buddy to my right once said
that she might as well put her clothes
in the freezer every night, that way in
the morning she can get used to the
chill before she arrives at chapel. I also
asked my chapel buddy on my left what
he thought about the temperature. He
did not reply. I assume that the reason
for his silence was that his lips were
frozen shut.
The temperature in the Benson is
almost a health hazard. I seem to be
allergic to how cold it is, which I've
heard can get a little dangerous. I develop this weird skin condition called
"goose bumps" every time I enter the
building. By the time I reach my seat in
the third row, I am basically an icicle.
No worries my friends; I have a solution. We should start with an indirect
approach. Surely the wonderful people
who run chapel every morning are cold
as well. We could suggest to the song
leader, that he lead "Light the Fire."
Hopefully some .people with authority
will notice they are a little chilly while
singing and get the problem fixed. Or
perhaps since it is in the forecast to snow
in the Benson this week, we could bring
in pine trees and have a white October.
Maybe then someone who does not

enjoy celebrating the holidays early
would think to turn the heat on. On
the other hand, we could convince the
cafeteria staff to start storing cold cuts
under our chapel seats. That way there
will be more room in the refrigerator
for other foods, and if the students get
hungry, they can simply reach under
their seat and munch on a slice of ham,
once it thawed of course. Certainly then
someone would get the message.
The more direct approach of simply
requesting what we want may be more
effective. W e are not asking for the
temperature to turn from Alaska to
Africa overnight. Of course we realize
that with 2,000 people pouring into
the auditorium each morning, it could
get too warm if the heat is on full blast.
So a slight raise in temperature will
suffice. Perhaps we should just send a
request to Dr. Bruce McLarty and ask
him to turn down the air. People seem
to have better luck when they just ask
for something. So in the words of Elsa,
we "can't hold it back anymore." Please
change the temperature in chapel. It
would mean a lot to not have to curl
in a ball every morning at 9 with three
pairs of socks and coffee in my hand.
At least, I think it's 9 a.m. My watch
has frozen.
MADDIE STEVENS Is a guest writer
for the Bison.
She may be contacted at
mstevens l@hard lng.edu.

staff list

Breaking
gender boxes
en people ask me what my
lans are after graduation, I
JOkingly say, "Marry rich and
be a stay-at-home dad." I'm actually not
joking at all; I would love nothing more.
I feel obligated to call it a joke, though,
because people laugh every time.
Not to read too much into it, but I think
it's a real problem that people laugh off the
idea of a househusband. Are the skills and
talents required to buy groceries, balance
a checkbook, wash a load oflaundry, take
kids to soccer practice or dance class and
otherwise manage a household exclusively
female? Or am I expected to be more
"successful" - have a career, climb the
corporate ladder and "bring home the
bacon" - because I'm a male? Either
way, I'm offended and you should be too
regardless of your gender.
I'm not one to be typecast into a gender
role. When I was young, I had a killer
Reba McEntire impersonation - don't
ask me to do it; I absolutely will not. My
friends would say to me, "Guys don't
imitate girls." I told them, "Well, I'm a
guy, and I'm imitating a girl. So yes, guys
do imitate girls."
There have been several parents in the
news recently who don't reveal their child's
gender months or even years after he or
she has been born. While I can't say I'm
as dedicated to the cause as they are, I do
admire the vigor with which they protect
their child's identity and the commitment
they've made to let their child grow up in
an environment where he or she can do
or be whatever he or she wants.
I have a thing for first ladies, specifically
their presence in pop culture and what
they choose to do with the influence
their role carries. Jackie Kennedy is my
favorite, but Nancy Reagan and Hillary
Clinton are some rad ladies as well who
were very proactive while their husbands
were in office. That's what I love about
them: first ladies aren't constitutionally
required to do anything; they could take
a 4 year vacation and no one could say a
word, but these women specifically chose
to make a difference.
I've always said that if I become the
first first gentleman - the ultimate
househusband - my platform would be
to advocate for more Top 40 songs that
promote erasing gender stereotypes.
I'm hyperaware of the media's influence
on me: I can see how everything I consume
molds my personality into a pop-frantic
Frankenstein of '80s hair metal bands,
bizarre fanfiction and "The Godfather."
Gender stereotypes are unquestionably
present in entertainment. Last semester
I conducted a research project on gender
stereotypes in animated Disney movies made
from 1950-2000. While Disney movies
are certainly not the only offenders, they
are starting to do their part in fostering
a more understanding, less gender-boxed
society. I can't wait to live in a world where
girls can play with H ot Wheels, boys can
accessorize freely and I can imitate Reba
McEntire.
COLE MOKRY Is the opinions editor for
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For what
it's worth

Alcohol sales
can benefit
White County

0

nee you're 21, drinking is
legal everywhere in the U.S.
Obviously, Harding has rules
and regulations prohibiting the consumption of alcohol, but the national
government doesn't really legislate
alcohol sales beyond that point.
What I find ironic in all of this
is that despite the consumption of
alcohol being legal everywhere, purchasing it isn't.
According to www.thecabin.net,
37 of Arkansas' 75 counties are dry
and "a dry county is one in which
the government forbids the sale of
alcoholic beverages ... However some
dry counties do allow sales of alcohol
by the drink from establishments such
as restaurants that have obtained a
private club license."
By restricting alcohol sales in dry
counties, those counties are losing
tax revenue and the wet counties are
taking in extra. People are going to
drink whether it is a wet or dry county;
they'll just travel to wet counties when
they want to purchase alcohol.
A main argument for keeping
counties dry is the idea that it reduces
drunk driving, DUis and accidents.
However, this is not actually the case.
According to a study conducted by
David Hanson, a sociology professor
at State University of NY, 39,000
alcohol-related accidents in Kentucky,
"it was found that a higher proportion
of dry county residents are involved in
such accidents." The study suggested
that residents of dry counties must
drive further from their homes to
obtain alcohol and drink at locations
further from their homes, leaving more
time to get in accidents.
In fact, according to the National
Center for Statistics and Analysis, dry
counties have a fatality rate in drunk
driving accidents that is more than
three times higher than in wet counties.
So clearly, many people who live
in dry counties still want to drink, so
why not provide it at a more convenient location? Why remain dry when
White County could be collecting
thousands of tax dollars from alcohol
sales? Instead of missing out on tax
revenue, the county should be taking
advantage of this opportunity.
In 2011 (the most recent year with
data available), Arkansas collected
S51,112 from state and local alcoholic
beverage tax revenue, according to www.
taxpolicycenter.org. According to a
study of the wet-dry issue in Arkansas
in The Pennsylvania Geographer, wet
and dry counties are often adjacent
and beverage sales outlets are often
located immediately across county
lines. This is because alcohol vendors
in the adjacent counties know that
they will gain business by marketing
to those in dry counties.
People are going to buy alcohol
whether you approve of it or not, so it
just makes sense to have it (and more
importantly the economic benefits) in
your own county.
For those who believe it is wrong
to consume any alcohol whatsoever,
then just continue to not purchase it.
It doesn't have to affect you in any way
shape or form except for the fact that
you can benefit from the increased tax
revenue in the county. The benefits
really do outweigh the concerns.

ALEXIS HOSTICKA Is the
editor-in-chief for the Bison.
She may be contacted at
ahostick@hardlng.edu.
Twitter: @alexis_hostlcka

Pace your Peter Pan complex
logan stark plays, or Spring-Sing; basically participating
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - in "kid" activities.

guest
writer

C

ollege: the time of life to expand your
horizons, prepare for your future,
to become the man or woman of
tomorrow - or is it?
If that is the case, why do so many seem
to revert to doing things that they haven't
done in years?
Making a run to Wal-Mart to buy a pack
of Yu-Gi-Oh cards, whipping out plastic
lightsabers and dueling outside of Grad Hall,
downloading and playing an older version of
Pokemon, or playing "dress-up" for functions,

I may have been caught a few times watching
Cartoon Network or Disney Channel on the
first floor of Allen Hall ... and maybe three
entire seasons of Ben 10 on Netflix. So the
question is, why do we do this?
Some may say it's because we've never
grown up, but what if it's the opposite? What
if partaking in these rituals is because we are
growing up?
Think about it. College is a brand new
experience which can make it a little scary
or intimidating. For many, it's a new place, a
new atmosphere, new teachers, new friends
and maybe even a new country. A whole lot of
"new." So maybe having something "old" and
familiar helps us to cope with this new reality.
What if because we know that our lives
are changing, and once we leave campus, our

lives are never going to be the same? What if
we enjoy "blasts from the pasts" to remind us
who we were, what we enjoyed, what made
us smile, laugh, cry and molded us into who
we are today, all before we become who we
are tomorrow?
There's nothing wrong with cartoons or
pretending to be princesses or superheroes, as
long as we don't forget that we are maturing.
Jesus did say to become like a child to enter
the Kingdom, but we were also commanded
to "put away childish things" in 1 Corinthians
13:11. It's a balance.
Let us remember this: as we become young
professionals let's not forget what it's like to
be a kid, to enjoy life and have fun.
LOGAN STARK Is a guest writer for the
Bison.
He may be contacted at
lstark2@harding.edu.
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Confessions of an aquaphobe

A

s much as I'm ashamed to admit
it, I do not care for water. I don't
even like to drink it, though choking down some H20 is better than being
submerged in it. I can count on one hand
the number of times I have been completely
underwater (and still have digits left over).
By my reckoning, there have been two accidents and one baptism. Well, make that
two baptisms. I'm afraid it's a long story.
Oh, you say you have time? Awesome.
It all started when my brother threw me
into a swimming pool when I was 6. Then,
after a few years with a perfect record of
staying on dry land, I was goofing around
at the lake and fell in. My sister had to dive
into the water and pull me out. Nothing
boosts the ego of a 9-year-old boy like being
rescued by a girl. And it doesn't do much for
a kid's phobias, either. From that point on,
I vowed never to go near the water again.
And then I remembered something: I had
not yet been baptized. That was a problem
for a good Church of Christ kid. There's a
story about the famously irreligious W.C.
Fields reading the Bible on his deathbed.
When asked what he was doing, he replied,
"Looking for loopholes." For the next couple
of years I scoured the New Testament in
search of a dryer form of salvation. But alas,
it seemed that immersion was the only way.
So out of pure terror, I put off my baptism
until I was 14. During a Gospel Meeting
at my home church, I finally faced my fear.
But the event was not without drama. You
see, our church was very small, and we were
meeting in a local nursery school building.
Since there was no baptistery, we had to
drive thirty minutes to the closest Church
of Christ. As every minute ticked by on the
drive, I got more and more nervous about
my possible martyrdom.
It was a cold March evening, and since it
was also a Tuesday, that church's baptistery
was not heated. To make matters worse, once

While I considered declining because of
acute aquaphobia, I realized this was no
michael
time to be a sissy. Relay for Life honors
claxton
people who have survived much worse.
So I agreed. During the day on Friday,
people asked me if I was going to change
out of my coat and tie before my 4:30 p.m.
destiny. I was not, and I could only quote
I got down the steps into the water-but Benjamin Guggenheim's last words on the
before the immersion itself-the preacher "Titanic:""We are prepared to go down as
decided to prolong my anxiety and frost- gentlemen."
Friday at 4:30 p.m., I ambled over to
bite by reading an entire chapter from the
Bible. Had he chosen Psalm 119, I might the Front Lawn, where a small crowd of
not be here today. But with every verse, my students and colleagues had gathered for the
dread increased.
not-all-together-pure-hearted purpose of
By the time the big moment came, I seeing me get wet. I suppose my reputation
was in a mild state of panic. Such was as a fussy "indoor" guy added to their glee,
my fever pitch that when I was finally but I must confess I was slightly disturbed
lowered into the water, I did not go gently by the level of zeal shown by people I once
into that good night. Instead, I fought it, thought were my friends.
One colleague in particular - a thin,
kicking and flailing like a cat trying not to
take a bath. It's a wonder I didn't drag the lanky, pool-stick of a man - had a wild
minister down with me, but somehow he frenzy in his eyes that was matched only
managed to get me up. After the curtain by the ineptitude of his throws. I wish I
closed (back in the days when baptisteries could capture in writing his expression of
were little theatres), he gave me the bad giddy rage. I can only say it was what you
news. He thought we should do this again. would expect from the Marquis de Sade
I was still just adjusting to the fact that I sitting ringside at Wrestlemania.
had not died. "You have got to be kidding,"
Somehow, I managed to survive about
I thought, as I shivered there, inches away 15 dunks in 30 minutes, and emerged with
from the dry top step. But since I had kicked my mustache still dry, and only slightly
and flailed, he explained, my body had not ruffied. And after wringing water out of
gone completely under. Thus, technically my necktie, I simply straightened it, held
speaking, I had not been immersed. Two my head up, and marched off to the car.
elbows and a kneecap were still lost in sin. Where I promptly discovered I had forSo I was baptized again. It happened so gotten to take my wallet out of my pants.
quickly, I barely had time to panic. And But what are a few damp credit cards and
this time, things went better.
12 soggy dollar bills for a good cause? I
Fast-forward 28 years. In case you're regret that I have but one dry life to give
trying to do the math, that brings us up for my campus.
to last Tuesday. I get an email asking me
to volunteer for a faculty dunking booth MICHAEL CLAXTON is a guest writer
as part of Relay for Life. Having not been for the Bison.
submerged in nearly three decades, I once He may be contacted at
again thought, "You have got to be kidding." mclaxto l@harding.edu.
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Unbreakable
On Sunday, Denver Bronro;
quarterback Peyton Manning
eclipsed the milestone for
m ost touchdowns thrown
by an NF L quarterback: 509.
Former Greenbay Packers
quarterback, Brett Favre, who
th rew for 508 touchdowns
in his career, held the record
until recently.
With Manning surpassing
the record last weekend, I found
that the next active players on
the list to catch him are New
O rleans Saints quarterback
Drew B rees and New England Patriots quarterback
Tom Brady. Both are behind
M anning by more than a 100
touchdowns, making it seem
like Mannings record-breaking
509 touchdowns and climbing
GRANT SCHOL I The Bison
will never be broken.
Sophomore defensive back Corey Bassett returns a punt in Saturday's game against Ouachita Baptist University Oct. 18. Bassett
The thought of Manning
and the secondary will go head-to-head with Henderson State University this Saturday in Arkadelphia, Ark., at 3 p.m.
being so far out in front of
this record made m e think of
other sports records that will
most likely never be broken.
By Shane Schock
so much into each game," spe- successful on the scoreboard, game they have been waiting 2 ranked defense in the GAC;
Wil t C h a mb e rl ai n 's
Sports Editor
cial teams and safety's coach too,"Beason said. "We must to play. Roberson said despite HSU has allowed only 13.2
100-point game. How did he
The No. 23 ranked Bisons Clay Beason said. "You only be very disciplined and each last week's loss, there is a lot points per game and only 87
score more than of his team's
go on the road to face the play for 60 minutes, but you person do his job and trust the left to play and continue this yards a game rushing. The
points in a 169 victory over
No. 4 ranked Henderson prepare all off-season, summer, other 10 players on the field." remarkable season.
Bisons will have a chance
the New York Knicks in 1962?
State University Reddies, pre-season and each week for
Beason
said
as
a
secondary,
Offensively,
the
Bisons
to break that average this
Most team s in tod ay's game
where the Bisons will look big games like this. Lots can they need to be able to trick put up a great effort on the weekend.
can't even put up 100 points
to stay near the top in the be learned from tough losses HSU quarterback Kevin ground, rushing for more
'Tm looking forward to
collectively, let alone one athlete
G reat American Conference in life: always be prepared for Rodgers and disguise coverages than 300 yards and totaling the matchup with Henderson
doing it by himself Another
(GAC) race.
unique situations; be a team to keep him thinking.
over 400 yards for the game State's defense," Thompson
impressive fact about this stat
Harding lost a nail-bitter player; accept responsibility;
That
is
easier
sai
d
than
against
OBU, but turnovers said. "They're very talented
is the more aggressive defense
last weekend against Ouachita stay humble and stay hungry. done. Rodgers has t hrown and crucial penalties helped and will be a good test for
that was played in those days
Baptist University in overtime.
The Bisons defense faced more than 2,000 yards and keep the Tigers in the game. our offense. "
compared to the ticky-takgame
O BU scored in the last few the third best scoring offense 22 touchdowns in the first
"W e made mistakes last
Thompson said this game
today. The reason I believe this
seconds of the fourth quarter in the GAC last week against seven games this season.
week
and
are
focusing
on
is huge because it could turn
record will stand is because it
and followed with a two-point OBU, but this weekend it only
"As a unit we need to come cleaning them up before Hen- this conference around and
has lasted th.rough three eras of
conversion that tied the game gets tougher as HSU is the \.Yith relentless pressure on that derson State," senior offensive even out the playing field
legends: MichaelJordan, Kobe
28 all. The Tigers then forced second best scoring offense offense, especially Rodgers," lineman Mike Thompson said. once again.
Bryant and LebronJames, with
a turnover and kicked a field in the GAC, behind only senior defensive lineman "We are working on getting
Harding plays Saturday,
the closest being Bryant with
goal on their first drive of Harding's top scoring offense. Romas Roberson said. "We back to the fine details of Oct. 25, in Arkadelphia,
an 81-point game against the
overtime to seal the victory
"The keys always boil know they like to air it out, so our offense and getting back Ark., at 3 p.m. against the
Toronto R aptors.
over the Bisons 31-28.
down
to execution. If we we want to pursue and make to the basics in striving for Henderson State Reddies for
Cal Ripken Jr.'s 2,632 con"As a coach, you hurt with execute our stuff, then we them pay for every catch."
perfection. "
a chance to redeem last week's
secutive games-played streak.
the players because we all put have a great opportunity to be
Roberson
said
this
is
the
Harding
will
face
the
No.
heartbreaking loss.
N icknam ed "The Iron Man,"
Rip ken set an MLB record
for most consecutive games
played without missing a game.
From the day he started in
1982, until the day he retired
By Hunter Beck
in 1998, Ripken never missed
Beat Reporter
a start, a remarkable record
Redshirt freshman Thomas
th at will probably never be
Shults made two overtime
broken. Ripken's recent threat,
saves to help the men's soccer
if you want to call it that, was
team secure their first shutout
Miguel Tejada who snapped
of the season with a 0-0 draw
his consecutive game streak at
against Ouachita Baptist
1,152 in 2007. O nly six players
University on Tuesday. With
other than Ripken have reached
the tie, the Bisons moved to
1,000 games consecutively,
2-7-3 on the season.
none ofwhom are active today,
The teams played through
making Ripken's record one
two overtime periods before
that should stand for decades.
ending the game with a draw.
Only Lou Gehrig, who Ripken
The Bisons outshot the
passed in 1995,is in the 2,000
JANAE CALLICOAT I The Bison Tigers 18-15, with 10 shots
consecutive game club.
Senior Taryn Eubank sets senior Liz Savage up for a spike against Christian Brothers University on in the first half Shults started
The last record isn't one to
Sept. 2 in the Rhodes Field House.
at goalkeeper after freshman
gloat about, but one I think will
Tyler Melson suffered a conforever stand. The 1976-1977
cussion last Saturday. Shults
N FL expansion team of the
ended the non-conference
T ampa Bay Buccaneers, who
By David Salley
Setting them up all season Junior Erica H eim and soph- to find their role, and I feel game with five saves.
lost an amazing 26 games in a Asst. Sports Editor
long has been senior Taryn omore defensive specialist like everyone has figured it
"We really couldn't afford
row, will not be broken. Let that
The Lady Bisons volleyball Eubank, who leads the GAC Anna Leigh Cargile carried out now."
to lose the game," Shults said,
sink in, a professional sports
team has been riding high in assists with 10.25 per set.
Turner's feelings reflect the "so it felt good to come in
the defensive load. Heim set
team loses 26 pro games in a
recently, winning five straight
"I think we're just getting a new career high in digs with statistics in this case, as Harding and make saves and keep the
row. W e got a briefglimpse of
contests, including the first into the heart of our season, 24 and Cargile continued her is near the top of the GAC in shutout."
something close to that in 2008 three of their four-game road
and everybody knows that solid play contributing 22 digs, multiple categories. The Lady
Sophomore forward Dylan
when the D etroit L ions went
trip which concluded Thursday, winning is kind of a high her second straight game of Bisons rank first in the GAC Sherrill said he felt the Bisons
0-16 and lost a combined 19
Oct. 23, against Henderson priority right now,"Turner said 20 or more.
in digs (18.26 per set) and were the better team despite
straight losses before finding
State in Arkadelphia, Ark. "So we're doing a really good
T he win puts the Lady second in hitting percentage the final score.
their way again. W ith the
Results were not available as job of just working together Bisons at 15-6 overall and 9-2 (.221), assists (12.46 per set)
"We didn't capitalize on
talent today, I believe the Bucs
of press time.
our chances," Sherrill said.
for that goal."
in Great American Conference and kills (13.59 per set).
are safe with their 26-game
T h e Lady Bisons have
It seems as though the team "It was a good game, but we
Harding's match onTuesday play, good for second place in
losing streak.
been led by senior outside against Southern Arkansas the GAC standings.They have may be coming together at should have won it."
# SchockTalk
hitter Marindia Turner and University was a nail-bitter clinched a berth in the GAC the perfect time, as Arkansas
Harding played a sea# RecordsMeantToStand
senior middle blocker Liv that went to a fifth set, which Tournament in Hot Springs, Tech visits the Rhodes Field son-high 20 players in prepaSHAN: SCl-K)()( is sports Savage, who both have more they ultimately won 3-2 Ark., Nov. 13-15.
House on Tuesday, Oct. 28, ration for several must-win
edtor for the 2014than 200 kills on the season, (25-27,25-21,13-25, 25-23,
"I just think we're really at 7 p.m. for "Fright Night," conference games.
2015 Bison. He may be
as well as sophomore Sara 15-10). Turner came up huge, coming together as a team,
where the Lady Bisons will
contacted at
Smith, who leads the Great notching 15 kills and chipping which we struggled at the
look to avenge a 3-2 early
ssc:hock@hardng.ed.J.
American Conference (GAC) in 11 digs to claim her eighth beginning of the year,"Turner
season defeat at the hands of SEE MEN 'S SOCCER ,
Twitter:
Page 2B
in hitting at .340 percentage. double-double of the season. said. "Everyone was just trying the Golden Suns.
@Sha'le_M_Schock

Bisons look to rebound from OT loss

Bisons battle
to stay alive

Volleyball on a 5-game winning streak
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Luckett looks to
make an impact

Men's Soccer,
from IA

help and serve his teammates
By Rachel Brackins
by making the switch.
Editorial Asst.
"People probably think
A ccordin g to fifth-year
senior D onatella Luckett, he that it was a big deal because
joined the football team as a I went from touching the
"cocky, high school kid who ball a lot, but in the end it's
never really had to work for not about touching the ball
an ything."H e was a running more, it's about contributing
b ack an d planned to grow to the t eam," Luckett said.
and thrive in that position "All my life I've been that
for his entire college career. number one guy, the one
The coaches had another everyone depended on. But
idea and asked Luckett to now I have a team of players,
make a sacrifice in the name and it's not just me."
of the team .
Head coach Ronnie
"When we were making Huckeba said Luckett's
the move for him to go from decision was not something
GRANT SCHOL I The Bison
running back to receiver we most athletes would do.
Senior
Donatella
Luckett
runs
after
catching
the
ball
Oct. 4, against Southern
"He's one of the most
knew he could do it," assistant
Arkansas
University.
Luckett
averages
23.6
yards
a
catch
this year.
coach L ee Edwards said. unselfish athlete s I have
According to Luckett, the have no legacy. In the end and see someone with an
"That was never a question, been around,"Huckeba said.
but we were asking a lot of "He's so talented, and in time he has spent at Harding someone is going to come NFL logo on their shirt,"
hi m . W e were asking him today's society, a guy is not and with the coaches has and break all those records. Edwards said. "They don't
to go play a position he had willing to step back and be influenced him to focus on Records get broken all the send p~ople to scout guys
time. Our coaches talk all who they don't think have
never played, and we really more of a blocker and only what is really important.
"I think some people get the time about how records a ch ance to play."
weren't sure how it was going touch the ball occasionally."
In light ofall the attention,
to go. B ut it shows you how
Huckeba said that the misunderstanding that get broken and rings get old
much of a team player h e is. Lu ckett's willingness to you need all these stats, you and fade away, but legacies Luckett said he is staying
H e knew what it meant. He make the transition from need all these touchdowns last forever."
focused and ambitious.
"I've got bigger dreams
knew it meant that he was running back to receiver is and you need to break all
According to his coaches,
not going to touch the ball as one of the main reasons the these records to be successful," Luckett's unselfish mentality than being a college superstar.
m any times. He has changed Bisons have been 23-4 in 'Luckett said. "But if you and incredible talent has I want to be more," Luckett
games and sometimes never the last three years, and the break all these records and garnered the attention of said. "I want to have more. I
touched the ball."
fact th at opponents have to have all these stats and you're multiple Nation Football want to be known as more.
That's part of coming to
·
L uckett said he struggled change their defense just to still losing at the end of the League scouts.
"Almost every day at H arding, it makes you want
with th e idea at first, but he key on Luckett shows how year, then that goes to show
that you have nothing. You practice you will walk out more out oflife."
eventually realized he could great his talent is.

Sending off a U.S. sports hero the right way
Hunter Beck

guest
space

2010. The summer before
my senior year ofhigh school.
I'm sitting in Lipscomb's gym
during a youth rally. The entertainers on stage are funny
enough, but I'm checking my
phone every few minutes. ·
All of a sudden, a few rows
down, a guy shoots up from his
seat, on e hand in the air, the
other holding his phone. Within
a minute, several others around
the gym had joined him. From
behind the rurtain, a man runs
onto the stage.
"GOAL! We scored! U.S.
scored! WE WIN!!"
It was the group stage of
the W orld Cup. The U.S. had
been forced into a do-or-die
situation against Algeria. After

90 goal-less minutes, the U.S.
scored to advance to the next
round and win their group for
the first time since the first
World Cup in1930.
In 2002: Landon Donovan
played in his first World Cup
as an 18-year old utility man,
switching between playing
forward and anywhere in the
midfield. In the Round of 16,
he scored a goo! and was named
Man of the Match against
Mexico to send the U.S. to the
quarter-finals- the only time
the U.S. has advanced past the
Round of16 since 1930.
It's 2014. The World Cup
has ended, and Donovan has
announced his retirement
from international play.Jurgen
Klinsmann selected Donovan
for one last match with the U.S.
earlier this month. Between
determining the best roster for
the Gold Cup next year and
finding talented prospects for
the World Cup in 2018, Klinsmann put together a line-up

ofyoung, unproven players to
support D onovan in his final
match,suchasDeAndre Yedlin
and Joe Gyau. Leading up to
that match against Ecuador,
I read several articles posit ing that Donovan was being
snubbed for his final match,
that the young roster wasn't the
appropriate farewell for such
a legend, and that he should
play with other U.S. stars he
has played in so many games
with, such as T 1ITl Howard and
DeMarcus Beasley. But ifyou
put Donovan's 16-year career
in perspective, his send-off
could not be more appropriate.
As an 18-year-old scoring
against rival Mexico, Donovan
gave the few American soccer
fans hope.While playing with
U.S. legends like Brian McBride and Brad Friedd,Dorxmn
appeared on magazines and in
commercials. He was named
the Best Young Player at the
2002 World Cup. A country
that cared little for soccer had

a rising star.
By the 2010 World Cup,
Donovan was the only truly
established threat the U.S. had.
Hopeful fans talked aboutJozy
Altidore's potential, Michael
Bradley's pa••sing, ;md 11 )w,mi\
passion, but Donovan was the
player we knew we could count
on. With his stoppage-time
goal against Algeria, he gave
U.S. fans new and old the
timeless memory of finally
winning our group.
After a dramatic win
agai nst Ghana and a heartbreaking loss to Belgium in the
2014 World Cup, soccer is at
a better place than it ever has
been in the U.S. From Obama's
locker room phone calls to fans
packing into bars, the energy
throughout the nation was
unparallded by any other World
Cup. Young fringe players
like John Anthony Brooks,
DeAndre Yedlin and Julian
Green earned recognition with
big plays in crucial moments.

Logan Green

Kristen Lester

Cross Country

Cheerleading

lbough Donovan wasn"t ewn
on the squad, there's no doubt
his dedication to U.S. soccer
is a big reason why a nation
that has never cared much for
soccer got so fully behind the
1 ·1timul tc un .
Donovan spent yc;m; toiling
away with little recognition.
He won tournaments and
earned qualifications for the
national team, setting records
in goals and assists. He gave a
pedigree to our dome!>"tic league
- the MLS - winning the
league five times and settmi:,
records in goals and assists
there as well. } Ie spe~t more
than a decade building the
program and fan base of U.S.
soccer so th at players today
can enjoy the sort of support
they rcceiv\.'Ci during the World
Cup this summer. Playing his
lastg-ame in a U.S.jerseywith
young pro,-pects like Yedlin and
Green was the mo~t appropriate
send-offthe humble hem could
have been ~ven.

Currently ranked fifth in
the l\.lid-America Intercollegiate Athletics Association,
the Bisons need to win their
remaining conference games
to qualify for the conference
tourn.1ment.
Sherrill said finishing
scorin~ opportunities has
been a problem throughout
the ~cason.
"We've had our chances
and we've hit the post a lot,"
Sherrill said. "We just haven't
been able to finish."
According to head coach
Odie Guzman, the team can
create chances, but has struggled
to t.1ke advantage of them.
"We can't seem to put the
b.111 m the back of the net,"
Guzman said. "Our defense is
good, our midfield is good, but
when we have an opportunity
to take a shot, we need to
make sure 1t gets in the back
of the net."
While the team has to
finish the season strong, senior
forward Cole Walker said he
believes the team will play in
the conference tournament.
"We haven't made it easy
on ourselves," Walker said.
"We've left most of the work
for the end of the season, but
we're confident we can get the
job done."
According to Sherrill, the
team is already playing with
a different attitude than they
were at the beginning of the
season.
"We have a better mindset, ".>herrill said. "We have
more confidence in knowing
our goals and being able to
achieve them."
Guzm an echoed the confiden ce shown by his players.
"(.)ne of the ~als for these
guy'> w.ts making the conference tournament," he said. "I
still believe that is a goal that
is attainable."

Upcoming
Sched~le
10/25/14 I vs.

Southern Nazarene
University
10/30/1 4 Ivs.
Lindenwood University;
11/1/14 I vs.
Upper Iowa University

Katelyn Walker
Soccer

Football

Golf

Harding athletes'
views on pop cu lture .

uest·ioms
Pc'Jmaika 'i. That
means good fortune
and blessings in
Hawaiian.

If you were given a yacht,
what would you name It?

Esmerelda.

If you could rid the world
of one thing, what would
ltbe?

Candy Corn.

Poverty.

Larkin
Hatcher.

"Lip Gloss"
-Li/Mama

"Shake it Off"
-Taylor Swift

"Brick House "
-The Commodores

"The Baddest"
-Krispy Kreme

"Fergalicious"
-Fergie

King's
Men.

Zeta Rho/ TNT.
They're basically
the same club.

T-1- T-A-N-S
Titans, Titans,
the best!

Kojies, but Titans
is a close
second.

The golf team,
of course.

If you had a theme song
that played when you
walked in, what would it be?
What is the best social
club on campus?

J

The Little
Mermaid.

The Godfather
of Fishizz/e.

Seas
the Day.

Spiders ...
I hate spiders.

Morning
workouts.

COBA finance
team prepares for
global competition
By Matt Ryan

Features Editor

Harding's College of Business
Administration is sending its
fourth team to this year's Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA)
Institute Research Challenge.
The challenge is a competition
in which university students
from around the world work in
teams to analyze publicly traded
companies by using available
information and through faceto-face meetings with company
management.
Assistant professor Ken Moran said the competition began
with a kick-off in September
when teams found out which
company they would be working
with. According to Moran, this
year's finance team consists of all
new members, including seniors
Ian Park, Randy Preslar, Anna
Ruhl, Midory Martinez and
Sara Webb and is responsible
for compiling and presenting a
financial analysis of FedEx. The
team will use most of the fall
semester to prepare for the .first
stage of the competition at the
Mid-South Regional Competition, which will be held on Feb.
21, 2015 at Rhodes College in
Memphis, Tenn. The winning
team will then advance to the
regional competition in Atlanta,
and the winning team of that
competition will advance to the
global final in Singapore.
"It's hard to express how big
this really is,"Moran said. "This is
not a regional or state competition
or even national competition. It's
an international competition and
it's unbelievable practice. The .final
is usually in places like Singapore
and London - it's all expenses
paid if you get that far. But even
before a team like ours can get
that far, the world is divided into
four regions, and we are in the
Americas. So almost right off the
bat we could compete with teams
from North and South America
and Central America, schools in

Canada, Brazil and Chile."
Moran said that although the
team came in third place during
last year's district tournament,
the .first two years Harding sent
a finance team, they won their
district competitions and advanced on to those years' regional
competitions in New York City
and Toronto, respectively.
"Even though our teams didn't
win the regional competitions,
they both finished in or better
than the top 16 teams out of 47
(districts),"Moran said. "We were
beating out MBA programs from
Harvard, Yale (and) Columbia.
Harding's undergraduate beating
out their graduate programs has
really said a lot about the program."
Ruhl said that because of
the high level of competition,
getting on the team is a fairly
competitive process that involves
a formal application process and
a scripted presentation in front
of professors.
"When you're interviewing,
they want to know how you
h ave applied what you've been
learning," Ruhl said. "Now it
seems like people really focus a
lot on personality and how you
.fit into a culture, but you have
to be able to back up yourself
and your resume and show what
you know."
Webb said the competition is
a great chance for members to
shine in areas they excel in and
to grow and benefit from working
with a team in areas they are less
comfortable in.
"This is also about getting
yourself out ofyour comfort zone,"
Webb said. "There are pieces of
this challenge that play to each
of our strengths and there are
pieces of it that don't. That's why
we have each other, like some of
us are really good at valuation
and some of us are good at other
things. It's a chance to cross over
those segments and learn about
each of them hands-on outside
of a classroom setting."

JANAE CALLICOAT I The Bison
Ko Jo Kai sponsor Tish Elrod mingles with members of the social club after activities on the
intramural fields Tuesday night. Elrod has been a sponsor of the club since moving to Searcy in 1987.

Long-term sponsors
serve, impact club life
that will encourage them through ups and downs
of college life and being away from home for the
With every club week, function or activity there is first time," Elrod said. "These times will help them
a club sponsor providing guidance to the members. throughout their lives. There's nothing like watching
Business Office employee Tish Elrod has been clubs cheer during club week, the excitement that
serving as a Ko Jo Kai sponsor for 27 years. Elrod comes with being with their fellow brothers or sisgraduated from Lipscomb University in 1982 and ters and then watching clubs cross the club barrier
upon her move to Searcy in 1987 became a Ko Jo and cheer, chant, pray and sing together during all
club devo."
Kai sponsor.
Phil D ixon has been a sponsor for men's club Chi
"Just like being a club member, as a sponsor I
have friends for life, including the beaux, members' Sigma Alpha for the last 16 years. Dixon was part of
husbands and children, even parents who I got to the club's first class of members in 1963.
meet," Elrod said. "We have laughed together, cried
Dixon said he enjoys being a club sponsor because
together, 'rumbled' together, prayed and shared God it allows him to connect with different generations
of students.
together."
Many sponsors understand the importance of the
"Personally, it gives me a way to connect with
formative years students are facing and the impact Harding students across generational lines," Dixon
said. "I have a grandson older than some of our new
having a group to belong to has on an individual.
members.
I find it is very encouraging to me to see
"Clubs offer various ways to share talents and
interests, as well develop new ones," Elrod said. "It's the faith and character of these young men."
Dixon said he is especially proud of the function
exciting to watch members take advantage of these
opportunities. As members become officers, they clubs fill as a way for students to be part of something
learn to communicate and deal with adults as well bigger than themselves.
as their own peer groups."
"It gives a lot of them a place to connect, which
Elrod also said the spiritual impact clubs have is important for a lot of students, especially if they
on students is important, and she hopes individuals are new to Harding," Dixon said. "The larger we get
the more difficult it is for some to find a place to fit
come away with something meaningful.
"I hope above all they form spiritual relationships in both as an individual and in groups."
By Wesley Seaman
Beat Reporter

Harding alumna pursues career in public policy
By Alex Petty

Volunteer Contributer

Harding University graduate Ashley
Shelton has already begun to make her
entrance into the world of politics since
graduating in 2012.
The summer before her senior year,
Shelton participated in a summer internship

with The Heritage Foundation, an agency
that's goal is to research, produce and
promote conservative ideals and policies
amongst politicians.
After graduating with a degree in public
administration, Shelton went back to work
for the research company in Washington,
D.C. where she did her internship for a

12 week program dealing with welfare
policy, and soon found herself working for
Arkansas Congressional Representative,
Rick Crawford, as a legislative assistant.
Shelton works mostly with transportation and healthcare policies and researches
propositions to determine how they would
affect the people of Arkansas.

Courtesy of Ashley Shelton
Harding graduate, Ashley Shelton ('12), stands on a balcony at the U.S. Capitol building while in Washington, D.C.
during her summer internship with The Heritage Foundation in 2012. Shelton now works as a legislative assistant
for Arkansas Congressional Representative, Rick Crawford, and said she hopes to eventually run for a state office.

I

"We basically ask ourselves 'Do we want
to support this,m Shelton said. "'Does it help
or hurt the people living in our districts?'"
With elections coming up, Shelton
also joined Representative Crawford
on th e campaign trail for re -election.
Since September, Shelton has traveled
throughout Arkansas with Crawford and
his team helping spread the word about
his policies and plans if he is re-elected
this November.
"During the week we spend a lot of
time on the phone talking to people,
getting the word out," Shelton said. "We
campaign at events like festivals, making
sure his name is out there. He can't go
to everything, that's where we come in."
Shelton said she intenc!s to further her
career in politics. She plans to continue her
work in researching public policy but also
hopes to one day run for state-level office.
Shelton praised Harding and it's faculty
and staff for preparing her for the exciting
career path she's found herself on.
"I would just like to give some praise
to the Department of History and the
Department of Social Sciences," Shelton
said. "My professors I had there have
gotten me to where I am today."
W ith Election Day drawing close,
Shelton and the rest of Crawford's team
are now working in overdrive calling voters
and giving a final push to his policies.
Shelton also stressed the importance of
the younger generation taking the time
to go out and vote.
"You're voting for the people you want
to represent you," Shelton said. "And the
younger generation especially should pay
attention because these policies that are
being brought to the table by these people
running for office are the ones that are
going to be affecting them for years to
come. Everyone needs to make sure to
get their voice heard."

LIF
Making the right

' Shrek The Musical' cast prepares for Homecoming

bold statements
A statement. W hat is a
statement? I am not referring
to t he English langu age,
but to the clothing t erm,
"a st atement piece."
H alf of all fas h ion articles that I read, whet her in
magazines or on a blogger's
website, seem to refer to "that
perfect statement piece" that
is an absolutely necessary
addition to your closet. But
what exactly can we consider
a statement piece, an d when
exactly can we know that
we might be trying to say
too much?
Around th e age of 17, I
first began to learn what it
meant to have a unique style.
I had finally reached a point
where I understoo d that
what other people thought I
should wear did not m atter
so much compared t o t he
happiness I felt wh en I wore
something I truly liked .
Because my style rebellion
was still in its early phases,
I will be the first to admit
that I crossed a few lines. M y
vintage pieces might have
been a little too vintage-y
and my col orfu l ou t fits
might h ave had o n e t oo
many colors.
After several mont hs of
rebellion, I finally learned
that when it comes to making a statement with your
clothing, there is definitely
a line, and that line should
generally not be crossed .
The hardest t h ing about
coming to terms with th is
concept was the realization
that this line was n ot a neon
strip of duct tap e laid down
across my closet floor. It was
not clear.
The vagueness of th e
line was cause for several
trial - and-error tests in
which I had to learn the
hard way whether or no t
something made too much

of a statement.
R ece ntly, I h ave been
witness to both g irls and
boys who seem to be trying a
little bit too hard with their
statement pieces. In fact, they
are not m aking a statement,
but rather screaming with
therrclothing at everyone who
sees them. The unfortunate
result is people n ot being
impressed, but just being
annoyed. This i s obviously
not an ideal re acti on . S o,
how d o you find that "justenough" balance?
W he n p u t t ing on a
st a t e ment piec e, look in
th e mirror b efore leaving.
Imagine being someone else
who is looking at your outfit.
H ow would you feel if you
saw som eone else wearing
it? W ould you be annoyed ?
W ould you rat her laug h as
if it were a j oke than t ake
it seriously?
If th e an swer to either
of those qu estions is yes
and you are someone w ho
is conscious of what oth ers
thi n k, you might wa nt to
ch ange.
One the m ost import ant
factors in styling a statement
piece is gaging exactly what
kind of statement it will make.
If you decide beforehand
that you will wear what you
want despite what anyon e
else thinks, that is fine.
But if you are socially
conscious and looking to be
presentable then remember:
a state ment piece is worn
best whe n it is doing just
tha t - m a ki n g a si mpl e
statement.

GRANT SCHOL I The Bison
The cast of "Shrek The Musical" rehearses for Homecoming weekend. Tickets for the show are on sale now at www.

ha rdingtickets.com fo r the perfo rm ances on Friday, Oct. 31, and Satur day, Nov. I.

Hozier releases first full album
By Maeghen Carter

Student Writer
Irish singer, songwriter and instrumentalist Andrew H ozier-Byme released
his first full album worldwide on Oct. 7.
Hozier's self- titled album includes 13
songs, four of which are completely new
and not featured on his previous EPs.
H ozier is a relatively new indie-rock
artist who also falls under the blues and
soul genre. His first EP, "Take Me t o
Church ," was released in 2013 with
its title track reaching number one on
Ireland's iTunes. His second EP, "From
Eden," was released earlier this year. H e
is the son of a blues musician and was
part of the Irish choral group "Anuna."
According to Spotify, related and similar
artists include MS MR, Banks, St. Lucia
and Bon Iver.
I discovered H ozier on one of Spotify's
playlists this summer with his song"From
Eden'' and immediately loved it. This song
had an upbeat tempo combined with a
soulful voice that I had not heard for a
long time. Other songs on his EPs featured
more of a bluesy sound.Two of his most
popular songs, "Take Me to Church" and
"W ork Song," demonstrate a slower rock
and highlight his incredible vocals.

I was slightly disappointed when I
realized that "Hozier" only featured four
unheard songs.These songs strongly show
his R&B and blues background. I believe
the song "Jackie and Wilson" is the best
representation of this.
One of my favorite new songs from
"Hozier" is "In A Week" which features
singer Karen Cowley. Fans ofthe folk duo
"The C ivil Wars" will enjoy this song for
its slower country sound and powerful
female vocals.
"Foreigner's God," is another new
song that deserves some recognition. This
song is very reminiscent of his first EP
and "Take Me to Church"because of its
incredible instrumental sounds and wide
vocal range.

Several songs from his EPs have been
tweaked for their release on the album.
The most evident example of this was in
the song "From Eden. "It now features a
longer instrumental break that takes on
a completely different sound than the
rest of the song. The break almost has a
Latin flare to it. In itself, it sounds great,
but in relation to the upbeat, swingy song,
it sounds out of place.
Overall, this is an incredible first album
for the artist. It definitely has its quirks,
but it does a fantastic job showcasing his
work and the incredibly wide range that
he has. I t has powerful ballads, lighter
and bouncy pieces and intelligent lyrics
throughout. If you are looking for new
music, I strongly recommend "Hozier."

Iy

THE WALKING
DEAD

AMERICAN
HORROR STORY

GOTHAM

THE FLASH
Pr m1er Season

Sea n 4

CATEGORY: THRILLER

OVERVIEW
The first four seasons of AMC's "The
Walking Dead" follow 11 group of
people doing their best to swvive in
a world overwhelmed by the IMng
dead. No one 1s quite sure how the
pandemic began, but only the
strongest of them will survive.

WHY YOU SHOULD WATCH
The series is filled with twists ancl
turns and portrays the traditional
"zombie apocalypse" in a different
way. This season ptcks up during a
very climactic ending of season 4
leaving viewers wantmg more. The
story pulls no punches and shows
gore m order to help viewers
connect to the llorror the characters
face .

NETnIX? YES.

CATEGORY:
THRILLER/DRAMA
OVERVIEW
"American Horror Story• 1s unique in
the fact that each season is i1s own
self"Contained mini-series. Ahhough
the cast is recycled throughout the
series, they play completely different
characters through each season.
Each series follows the lives of
characters across the country during
different time periods. While season 1
took place in 2011. season 2 took
place in the late '60s. lhere are
several theories about the s;how as- a
whole, all building on to the mystery
of "American Horror Story.K

WHY YOU SHOULD WATCH
Thl5 season. entitled "Freak Show.·
follows the last few circus freaks, like
the bearded womarl, in America. The
series does a fantastic job of making
audiences want to turn away in te1ror.
but pulls them m to learn of the dark
twists and turns each story has to
offer ·American Horror Story• is a
great series to binge-watch

NETFLIX? YES.

CATEGORY: DRAMA
OVERVIEW
"Gotham· follows the story of the
D.C Universe's crown jewel city,
Gotham However, the Batman we all
know and love 1s just a young Bruce
Wayne 1n this series. The story
follows James Gordon as a new
detective on the streets of the city.
Piecing together the murder of
Wayne's parents 1s on the table. but
in order to get there. Gordon finds
himself hunting down famiUar
Gotham baddies.

CATEGORY: DRAMA

OVERVIEW
In a freak accident. Barry Allen. a CSI
1nvest1gator Is struck by hglltemng
and awakens with the gift of super
speed After waking up nine months
later and with the help of scientists.
Barry Allen becomes the fastest man
aliVe: The Flash.

WHY YOU SHOULD WATCH

"Gotham· does a tremendous job of
capturing the grittiness of the city.
Throughout the senes, it is interestmg to point out the younger versions
of villalns and to see how their
stories are told. Each villain and hero
has a back story. and this is one you
don't want to miss

"The Ftash• 11nally came through with
good reviews. Since the late '60s.
television 11nd movies have done a
terrible Job of makm9 a fast guy look
cool The new series looks promising
through it's use of foltow1n9 the
comic series and giving the audience
a true feel of the power that comes
with qu1<:kness.

NETFLIX? NO.

NETFLIX? NO.

WHY YOU SHOULD WATCH

